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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The role that computers have been playing in education
has vastly increased in recent years and the trend appears
to be toward additional involvement.

This involvement in

cludes more teacher awareness of the importance and benefit
of computers in the classroom.

The purpose of this handbook is to help provide teachers
of Northwwestern Elementary School with an available resource
to aid in the efficient use of computers in the classroom.
There are thirty-two teachers on staff and nineteen
computers at Northwestern Elementary School.
made available to all teachers by sharing.

A computer is

Approximately one

fourth of the teachers have had extended computer training.
Many teachers have not had extra training nor have they had
time to devote to examination of software's value and useful
ness.

Therefore,

some teachers are not making use of the

advantages the computer provides in the classroom.

Less

than

a decade

a g o , the use

of

computers

in the

classroom was merely a dream in the minds of some educators
with

a vision

computer age.

of

the

future.

Today,

we

are

living

in a

The number of school-owned computers has nearly
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doubled in the past decade.

[Bork, 1984]

The availability of

software at all grade levels and in all content areas has
increased

greatly.

[Bork.

1984]

Children

America's future and so are computers.

are

the

key

to

In fact, it is estima

ted that by the year 2010, virtually every job in our nation
will require some computing skills.

Therefore, it is a vital

necessity that all students should be introduced to and begin
work with computers as early as possible.

Although most educators now validate the importance of
computers in classrooms,

one-third of the nation's teachers

say that they feel uncomfortable using computers and nearly
all say that they need more computer training.

[June 1985]

One of the main causes of computer indifference by educators,
therefore is due to a lack of knowledge and time.

How does an educator who has limited computer knowledge
and

limited acquaintance with available

software programs,

manage to operate a quality computer program in the classroom?
An

organized

handbook

of

availavle

software

would

surely

simplify the task and allow more efficient use of computers by
individual classroom teachers.

Such a handbook would save

teachers valuable time when searching for suitable programs
for specific skills, subjects, or grade levels.
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Problem Statement

The purpose of this study is to develop a handbook of a
subject area computer software available to elementary teach
ers for kindergarten through fourth grade at Northwestern Ele
mentary School.

Definition of Terms Used In The Catalog

CART....................................... CARTRIDGE

CAS S....................................... CASSETTE

DISK....................................... FLOPPY DISK

M .........................................

MIDDLE SCHOOL

P ........................................... PRIMARY SCHOOL

P - M ......................................... PRIMARY AND MIDDLE
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Educational use of computer technology has continued to
grow over the last decade.

This continued growth has taken

place because there are numerous ways in which the computer
can be used for education and also the amount of educational
computer software has increased as well.

It was reported that the first way in which the computer
is

used

in

the

instruction.

classtoom

is

described

as

an

aid

to

In other words, there are many significant ways

that the computer can aid the teacher when presenting lessons
and teaching basic skills.

For example, the computer could be

used to support the teaching of skills and content directly
related

to

curriculum.

Caissy

[1987]

also

stated

that

computers might be used to reinforce skills that have already
been introduced and taught.

This approach could be used on an

individual level or even for small groups.

On another level, students who have had difficulty might
use

computers

to

help

remediate

skills.

Some

classroom

teachers have even used the computer to enrich students who
needed

to

be

challenged

beyond

their

immediate

classroom

level.

Still another way computers have been used is for
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interest or individual learning centers.

The first two uses

cited are known as computer aided instruction.

[Caissy 1987].

In some schools computers have even been used to improve
behavior.
computer

Many
time

for

students

have

displaying

been

rewarded

appropriate

displaying inappropriate behavior.

with

behavior

extra
or

not

[Caissy 1987].

Komoski [1984] observed that computers might be used to
broaden and expand research and thinking skills.

Faced with

the ever present problem of helping students become better
critical

thinkers,

this

type of classroom aid could prove

invaluabale.

A second way in which the computer could be used in
the classroom might be called the computer as a manager of
instruction.

[McGilvray 1986].

Besides using the computer to

supplement the curriculum, teachers have used a computer for
administrative purposes.

Teachers have used the computer to

help keep records and average and keep grades.

Rhodes [1984] has noted that project information could be
organized and filed on the computer.

Lesson plan notes, as

well, could be stored for easy future use.
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There

are

literally thousands

of

educational

software programs available on the market today.

computer

Some types

or formats are better suited to use in the classroom.
purposes of this study,

For the

a few of the more common types have

been indentified.

Drill
format.

and

practice

[Caissy

1984]

has

been

Tutorial

used for classroom purposes.
enhance

teaching

Wagschal [1984]

by

use

of

a

very

programs

common

software

are also widely

Simulation programs greatly
visual

aids.

[Lesgold

1986].

noted that the problem solving type of format

was beneficial for improving critical thinking skills as too
was the discovery learning programs.

The game format of many

software programs has become popular at home as well as in the
classroom.

[Kinnamon 1990].

Self-authored programs allow for

greater self-expression and the word processing format has
been used extensively in both reading and writing situations.

In summary,

computers have been used for at least four

different purposes by teachers:

[1]

They have been used to

teach or review skills more effectively in programs referred
to as Computer Assisted Instruction.

[2]

They have been used

to help teachers manage instruction for individual students by
programs referred to as Computer Managed Instruction.

[3]

They have been used by teachers as word processors to generate
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handouts, letters to parents, etc.

[4]

to help teachers with administrative
such as "Teacher Utilities."

They have been used

functions by programs

Such programs help teachers to

maintain attendance records, figure grades, create lists, etc.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
Introduction

The authors used several processes in their efforts to
produce a handbook that would be helpful to teachers.
the

goal

of

the

authors

to produce

a document

It was

that would

encompass best content usage and at the same time be cognizant
of the

limited software

available

at

the

local

elementary

school.

Some of the procedures are listed below.

ERIC

Search.

A

search

for

literature

related

to

"Computers in Education" was done using the ERIC system in the
University of Dayton Library.

The authors narrowed the search

by using the following procedure:

computers in elementary

education and software for elementaary education.

The search

helped locate information appropriate to this study.

Review of Journals. A search was conducted at the Warder
Public Library in Springfield, Ohio for journals pertaining to
computers used in elementary education.

The authors reviewed

journals with topics relevant to the computer for this study.

9
Many articles were reviewed but the key articles that were
chosen for the purpose of the study have been cited in the
bibliography.

Review of Computer Catalogs.

A variety of commercial

catalogs sent to the Northwestern Elementary School's computer
chairman were examined.

Many different computer catalogs from

a number of various companies were reviewed and studied for
further information.

Other

handbooks.

other

handbooks

were

reviewed

and

consulted before the authors determined the format and style
best suited for this particular study.
obtained

from

the

Curriculum

Center

These handbooks were
at

the

University

of

Dayton.

Preview and Field Test of Software.

All software cited

in this handbook was previewed by the authors and/or was field
tested
School.

by

classroom

students

at

Northwestern

Elementary

Software was evaluated on relevancy to subject area,

grade level, and degree of difficulty and the number of disks
available.

Review of Computer Teacher Guides. The computer teacher
guides accompanying the software was reviewed by the authors
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to assist

in the evaluating of relevancy

to subject

area,

grade level, and degree of difficulty.

Rational for Page Numbers.

The handbook contained within

this project has a double set of numbers on each page.

The

number

the

at

project.
the

the

top

is

the

page

number

in

relation

to

The page number found at the bottom of each page is

number

within

the

handbook

itself

for

purposes

of

reproduction and future use of the handbook.

There was a need at Northwestern Elementary School for
organization of the computer software.

Trying to use the

computer and software was both frustrating and time consuming.
So, the authors previewed each piece of software and began to
categorize it into an inventory form.

While completing the

"Computers in Education Class" EDT539 from the University of
Dayton, the authors' interest peaked, which led the authors to
further research the subject of computers in education.

The

research helped the authors narrow down the idea of compiling
the

inventory

list

into handbook form.

In developing the

handbook, materials were organized so that teachers could make
intelligent decisions concerning classroom computer use.
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CHAPTER IV
A COMPUTER SOFTWARE HANDBOOK
FOR
NORTHWESTERN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

The purpose of this handbook is to organize available
computer software.

It is hoped that it will encourage more

use of the computers and also improve the implementation of
classroom computers.

This handbook consists of two sections.

Section one,

"Software Index", is an alphabetical listing of all available
software.

Section two,

"Software Review",

is a descriptive

summary of each piece of software also including grade level,
degree of difficulty, and the number of disks.

Each summary

specifies the activities pupils will perform and hoped for
outcomes.
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TERMS USED IN THE HANDBOOK

CART..................................CARTRIDGE
CASS..................................CASSETTE

DISK..................................FLOPPY DISK

M ..................................... MIDDLE SCHOOL

P ..................................... PRIMARY SCHOOL

P - M ................................... PRIMARY AND MIDDLE
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ALPHABET EXPRESS
APPLEHORKS
BASIC ARITHMETIC
BEST ELECTRONIC WORD BOOK EVER
CIRCUS MATH
CLOCK WORKS
COUNTING
COUNTING CRITTERS
DRILL AND PRACTICE DISKETTES
EARLY ADDITION
ELEMENTARY MATH VOLUME I
ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES VOLUME 5
EXPLORING TABLES AND GRAPHS
FAY'S WORD RALLY
FIRST LETTER FUN
FRACTION NUMCHERS
FREDDY'S PUZZLING ADVENTURES
FUN FROM A TO Z
JENNY JOURNEYS
KIDS ON KEYS
KIDWRITER
LABELS, LETTERS, AND LISTS
LANGUAGE ARTS VOLUME 5
LANGUAGE ARTS VOLUME 12
2
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MASTER SPELL
MATH BLASTER
MATHEMATICS MATERIALS VOLUME I
MECC DATAQUEST:

THE FIFTY STATES

M-SS-NG LINKS
MONEY SQUARES
MONEY WORKS
MULTIIPLICATION PUZZLES
MUPPETVILLE
MYSTERY OBJECTS
NUMBER MUNCHERS
PAINT WITH WORDS
PHONICS PRIME TIME:

BLENDS AND DIGRAPHS

PHONICS PRIME TIME:

FINAL CONSONANTS

PHONICS PRIME TIME:

INITIAL CONSONANTS

PHONICS PRIME TIME:

VOWELS I

PHONICS PRIME TIME:

VOWELS II

SOCIAL STUDIES VOLUME III
SOLAR READING FLIGHT
SOUND TRACKS
SPACE SUBTRACTION
SPELLAVATOR
SPELLING PARTNERS
SPELLING PRESS
SPELLING VOLUME 1
3
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SPELLING WORKOUT
STICKYBEAR MATH
STICKYBEAR READING
STICKYBEAR TOWN BUILDER
STICKYBEAR TYPING
STUDENT STORIES
SUBTRACTION PUZZLES
TEACHER UTILITY
THAT'S MY STORY
TIME MASTER
TONK IN THE LAND OF BUDDY-BOTS
WHAT I USUALLY EAT
WORD MUNCHERS
WORD WIZARDS
WORDS AT WORK:

CONTRACTION ACTION

WORDS AT WORK:

PREFIX POWER

ZANDAR III AND IV
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NAME

DESCRIPTION

ALPHABET
EXPRESS

GRADE LEVEL

EASY

PRE K-l

YES

#DISKS

2

Children will learn and have fun with these alphabet skills, drills, and games. It requires only the
space bar and the return key. Includes alphabetical
sequences, upper\lower case match, and picture/
letter match. Contains program/student management.
All of the questions are randomly generated. The
disk holds up to two hundred student files.

APPLEWORKS

10
This disk is a combination of three powerful yet
easy-to-use programs. It is fairly easy to learn
because its word processor, database manager, and
spreadsheet are most of the same simple commands and
procedures.

BASIC ARITHMETIC
MECC 1205

2-6

YES

Base Ten, Math Games, and Speed Drill provide prac
tice on basic arithmetic operations with this disk.
Base Ten drills on multiplication facts. Math Game
and Speed Drill provide exercises in all four arith
metic operations with whole numbers. Round and
Estimate involves rounding whole numbers and using
rounded numbers to estimate answers to arithmetic
exercises.
Estimate includes problems using per
cent. Change allows the student to role play a
cashier and practice giving correct change.

6
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BEGINNING
MATH

1-3

YES

After working this program, students should be able
to:
describe a group up to ten numbers; given two
or more numbers identify which is more or less,
largest or smallest; identify the position of one
or more missing numbers on a line; give number or
numbers between two given numbers; given a number up
to 99 identify how many tens and ones.
Basic
addition and subtraction facts to 18 are stressed.
Practice is given on identifying sums in both
vertical and horizontal forms. It includes solving
addition and subtraction problems with up to three
digits.

BEST ELECTRONIC WORD
BOOK EVER

PRE-K

1

Lowly Worm is principal character who helps players
discover objects and related words as he travels
through six different environments; a farm, a rail
road yard, a construction site, and a town.
A
progression from four simple skill levels allow
children to progress from simple explorations of
words and objects to a scavenger hunt.

CIRCUS
MATH

MECC A109

2-3

YES

2

Consists of whole number addition concepts with
motivational drills combining problems with graph
ics. Programs are sequenced by level of difficulty.
Records can be kept on students individually.

CLOCKS
WORKS

MECC A168

2-4

YES

10

Is a collection of four programs designed to provide
drill and practice for both analog and digital
clocks. The level of difficulty may be controlled by
Teacher Options.

7
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COUNTING

MECC A1218

K-3

YES

2

This is a four series program assigned to teach and
provide practice in counting skills [1-31], sequenc
ing [1-99], and one-digit addition and subtraction.

COUNTING
CRITTERS

MECC A165

PRE-1

YES

10

There are five programs that give young children
practice with basic number skills; match identical
numbers, count safari animals, and play other games
that sharpen ability to work with numbers from one
to twenty.
The teacher may modify concepts.

DRILL AND PRACTIICE
DISKETTES

1-3

YES

1

This is a demonstration diskette consisting of
matching words to pictures.

EARLY
ADDITION

MECC 788

1-2

YES

1

This disk offers motivating drills combining prob
lems with recall or math facts, that focus on whole
number addition problems.
Vertical and horizontal
formats are used with the programs carefully, in the
level of difficulty.

ELEMENTARY MATH
VOLUME I MECC 702

3-5

YES

10

Games of logic and drills on basic facts and the
metric system compose the eleven programs on this
disk.
Instructional variety ranges from simple
drills on rounding numbers to a more sophisticated
game, Hurkle, which teaches the coordinate system.
Timed and untimed drills are teacher controlled to
improve skill in estimating and converting with
metrics.
Bagels and Taxman sharpen logic and
factoring skills.
8
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ELEMENTARY
SOCIAL STUDIES
VOLUME 6 MECC 725

4-5

YES

5

This disk consists of a simulation of the fur trade
as it was in the 1770's. It uses map reading skills
using a game format.
It is a simulation of a trip
by covered wagon in 1847.
The simulation combines
role playing and economics to the rule of transpor
tation of furs by canoe in the early 1800's. Some
third grade children may be able to do.
Teachers
need to supervise children.

EXPLORING TABLES AND
GRAPHS
WEEKLY READER

5-6

YES

10

Table:
this program arranges data-information in
rows and columns.
Picture Graph:
a program that
uses pictures [symbols] to show amounts.
Area
Graphs [or pie graph]:
a program that shows rela
tionship of each part to the whole. Line Graph:
is shown on level two only and uses a simple line
to connect high and low points of data.

FAY'S WORD
RALLY
V5C3H9

1-7

YES

11

This game supplements reading instruction by provid
ing a motivational way of reinforcing sight words,
sentence comprehension, vocabulary, and reading
skills.
The student reads a clue and drives a car
to a word chosen in a maze. When the car hits, the
correct word disappears. Fay waves her rally flags
and a new clue appears.
The program includes
record-keeping, and teachers may add their own sets
of words.

9
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FIRST LETTER
FUN

K-l

YES

10

On this disk four programs help young children match
the beginning sounds of words with the letters that
make those sounds.
It includes enjoyable stories
told through animation. It provides drills in which
children choose the letters that represent the ini
tial sound of words.
The teacher can determine
whether upper or lower case letters are used.
FRACTION
MUNCHERS

MECC All196

3-ADULT

5

This disk focuses upon several different but comple
mentary mathematical skills involving fractions.
Using a game format, you direct the Fraction Muncher
to "eat” numbers or fractional expressions that
match a criterion or a "key value". If you munch an
incorrect number or expression you lose a muncher.
You must also avoid "Troggles", creatures that love
to catch and devour Fraction Munchers.
Management
Option enables you to select which games students
may use, to set game parameters, and to erase the
"Hall of Fame" lists.

FREDDY'S PUZZLING
ADVENTURES

2-4

5

These programs stimulate logical thinking skills
through fun activities.
The student uses problem
solving, special relations, strategy, and sequencing
skills as he/she solves number and word puzzles of
varying difficulty.

10

24

FUN FROM
A TO Z

K-l

YES

10

Students discriminate among letters and match upper
and lower case letters while helping a lost bird in
this colorful program.
They can also create pic
tures while learning the alphabet sequence and help
animals win a race by selecting missing letters.
The program presents an enjoyable way to learn
alphabet recognition and sequence. The teacher may
select upper and lower case letters.

JENNY•S
JOURNEYS

MECC A1161

4-6

5

This disk invites students to explore Lake City.
The package has three programs that provide stu
dents with three levels of difficulty.
As the
students run errands for Aunt Jenny, they will be
reinforcing their map-reading skills.
Each pro
gram randomly places Aunt Jenny's car at some
location on the map.

KIDS ON
KEYS

PRE-3

2

There are three exciting games that teach location
of letters and numbers while having fun at the
computer. Letters, numbers, and pictures rain down
the screen.
The student has to find matching keys
or type in words quickly before image disappears.
Four different levels of play are on this disk.

KIDWRITER

2-6
Children create their own storybook by choosing
colorful graphics and placing them in a picture set
ting.
Then, they use simple word processing to
write words or sentences to go with the picture.
Stories can be saved on the disk, but cannot be
printed.
11
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LABELS, LETTERS
AND LISTS

10

This is a powerful tool for classroom teachers. It
is easy-to-use, yet a flexible tool for creating a
variety of forms to assist in organizing the class
room and communicating with parents.
By investing
a small amount of time setting up the program as a
database, you can reap the benefits of being able
to integrate the information into labels, letters,
and lists. Gone are the repetitive tasks of writing
class schedules, equipment labels, name tags, field
trip notices, conference letters, and other corre
spondence .

LANGUAGE ARTS
VOLUME 5 MECC 719

2-5

1

This disk examines one sudivision of word structure,
the prefix. Five prefixes taught are among the most
commonly used. Volume five has lessons on prefixes
UN, RE, DIS, PRE, and IN. Lesson 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6
are teaching lessons and 3 and 7 are review.
This
program may be used with individual or small groups.

LANGUAGE ARTS
VOLUME 12

1-6

2

This disk allows a student to run the programs Hang
man, Scrabble, and Spell 1.

MASTER
SPELL

MECC A1119

1-ADULT

10

The teacher may enter a word list and design spell
ing lessons to meet individual needs with this pro
gram. The lessons can be individualized or designed
for groups of students.
Teachers can control the
method of presenting words as well as feedback, re
mediation, and review.
This program may be used
with individuals or small groups.

12
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MATH
BLASTER

1-6

YES

2

This program contains over six hundred problems for
students, [ages six through twelve] in: addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions,
and decimals. The problems are grouped in "families
of facts" and can be used with four different learn
ing activities, including a fast-action arcade game.
Additional sets of problems can be added with an
easy-to-use editor.

MATHEMATICS
MATERIALS
VOLUME I MECC 757

2-8

10

This disk gives teachers the capability to generate
a wide variety of problems which focus on specific
problem-solving skills. This program provides tea
chers with the capablility to print worksheets and
tests covering different objectives in the area of
problem-solving.
Volume I consists of the follow
ing: Tables, Selecting the Operation [add, sub
tract, multiply, and divide], Grades, and Working
Backwards [scenes of mazes, patterns, magic trian
gles and squares] where the student must use the
concept of working backwards.
The teacher must
invest time in deeveloping expertise with this pro
gram. Students will have ease in use once you have
determined what you wish them to do.

MECC DATAQUEST:
THE FIFTY STATES

5-11

5

This disk is a social studies package that teaches
students a procedure for accessing information
from a database.
It also helps students learn to
form questions about the fifty states, to search the
database for answers, and to formulate hypotheses by
using the search results.

13
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M-SS-NG
LINKS

MECC 1102

3-ADULT

YES

10

In this disk, language puzzles appear with letters
or words missing. This version presents eight dif
ferent passages on seven different topics:
air
planes, baseball, bicycles, elephants, ice cream,
inventions, and sharks and whales.
The object of
the game is to complete the passage with the least
number of tries. Students may work alone or compete
against each other. Teachers cannot add their own
reading material to this program.

MONEY
SQUARES

2-5

YES

1

Combines a two-player tic-tac-toe game with drill in
money skills. There are three levels of difficulty.
It includes all coins.
There are four activities:
Count Money, Can You Buy?, Select the Fewest Coins,
and How Much Change?
There is immediate feedback
and a Student Management System.

MONEY
WORKS

MECC A1195

1-3

10

Here is a set of four programs designed to provide
students with opportunities to practice their money
recognition, money counting, and change making
skills using either U.S. or Canadian Currency. The
level of difficulty for the problems is easily con
trolled through the Teacher Options. These options
enable you to modify the presentation of the mater
ial to meet the needs of your students.

MULTIPLICATION
PUZZLE
MECC A147

3-4

YES

10

With this disk, students will practice multiplica
tion facts and missing factors with no regrouping.
The program will keep records of individual pro
gress .
14
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MUPPETVILLE

PRE-1

YES

10

This disk helps students to learn to recognize
colors, shapes, and patterns as Kermit the Frog
takes them on a unicycle ride through Muppetville.
The colorful scenes help students identify the
structures that make up a town.
Options allow for
several levels of difficulty.

MYSTERY
OBJECTS

MECC A1211

2-4

5

This disk uses discovery-learning simulation, that
allows students to use a variety of tools to test a
hidden object for certain physical characteristics.
Students then use the information they gather to
identify the hidden object.
Practice Sessions are
a simplified, easier version of the program, "On
Your Ow n " . The Teacher Option menu enables you to
work with records on student progress and to modify
the programs to meet specific needs within your
classroom.
The Student Records, stores up to 75
students' progress.

NUMBER
MUNCHERS

MECC All70

3-ADULT

5

This is an educational game for students that rein
forces mathematical concepts.
The object of the
game is to direct the Number Muncher to "eat"
numbers or mathematical expressions that match a
"key value" displayed at the top of the game screen.
If the muncher "eats" an incorrect number or ex
pression, or if a muncher is caught by a "Troggle",
the muncher is lost. Management Options enable you
to select which games students may use, to set game
parameters, and to erase the "Hall of Fame" lists.

15

29

PAINT WITH
WORDS
MECC A1158

PRE-2

YES

10

This disk adds a new dimension to word recognition
for early readers.
Children create colorful pic
tures while learning words. They can select words,
move them to a background screen, and then press the
space bar to ’'magically" turn the words into ima
ges.
When their pictures are complete, they may
choose to save them to view in the Word-Art Show or
they can print them on paper.

PHONICS PRIME TIME:
BLENDS AND
DIGRAPHS MECC A1179

1-3

YES

10

This disk features two programs that help students
practice building words that contain blends and
digraphs. The Teacher Options enable you to tailor
the programs to the needs of you students and to
view or print student performance records.

PHONICS PRIME TIME:
FINAL
CONSONANTS MECC All76

1-3

YES

10

This disk is designed to give students practice in
associating the ending consonant sounds of words
with the letters that represent those sounds. Tea
cher Options enable teachers to tailor the presenta
tion of the material to the needs of individual
students or classes, and to view records of indivi
dual student performance.
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PRIME TIME PHONICS:
INITIAL
CONSONANTS MECC A1175

K-l

YES

5

This disk is designed to give students practice in
associaating the beginning consonant sounds of
words with the letters that represent those sounds.
The Teacher Options enable teachers to tailor the
representation of the material to the needs of indi
vidual students or classes and to view records of
individual performance.

PRIME TIME PHONICS:
VOWELS I MECC A1177

1-2

YES

10

It contains two programs that help students practice
identifying words with long and short vowel sounds.
The Teacher Options enable you to tailor the
programs to the needs of your students and to view
or print performance records.

PRIME TIME PHONICS:
VOWELS II MECC A1178

1-3

YES

10

This disk contains two programs that help students
practice in identifying words that contain r-colored
[r-controlled] vowel sounds.
The Teacher Options
enable the teacher to tailor the programs to meet
the needs of the students and to view or print
student records.

SOCIAL STUDIES
VOLUME III MECC 704

3-6

YES

1

This disk is used for social studies, geography,
economics, and business.
This seven program pack
age provides real-life situations to teach a variety
of skills.
Students will learn to weigh problems,
decide how much to charge, make decisions, decide
whether to advertise in business, and drill and
practice on the names and spellings of U.S. capi
tals.
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SOLAR READING
FLIGHT

3-4

YES

2

This disk is a comprehension program for students
reading approximately at the third grade level.
Students use a computer and guidebook alternately,
to work independently through a series of exercises
and a game.
These activities are designed to in
crease the student's ability to identify the central
thought of passages and subsquently to improve
their general comprehension level.

SOUND
TRACKS

MECC A 1159

K-6

YES

10

These programs motivate students to experiment with
sound, line, and color to create musical pictures.
Students can play tunes while interesting patterns
appear on the screen, they can create their own
pictures with sound, save own creations, and demon
strate a sound show.

SPACE
SUBTRACTION

1-3

YES

1

It offers programs that drill on whole-number subtion facts and problems without regrouping. Graphic
sequences and games are presented along with the
problems.
The programs are sequenced according to
difficulty with records kept of individual perfor
mance .

l /^PELLAVATOR

1-12

YES

10

Use this disk with Spelling List Editor [a separate
disk or side two of Spellavator ]. It is a motivat
ing game for students to practice their classroom
spelling words.
The Management Options enable you
to select the kind of clues players will be given
when faced with spelling a word from the word list,
set the length of the word flash, and the location
of the data diskette.
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SPELLING
PARTNERS

K-ADULT

3

This program consists of two basic parts. One part
uses the words, presenting them to students for
spelling practice.
The other part allows you to
actually generate and maintain word lists.

SPELLING
PRESS

MECC A1232

1-12

YES

10

You will need the Spelling List Editor on side two
of Spelling Press.
It is a flexible utility that
enables the teacher to create word lists and use
them to design and print crossword puzzles, word
searches, and "study sheets" to support your class
room Spelling program.

SPELING
VOLUME I

MECC 726

1-6

4

This disk helps students with extra spelling drills.
Whether choosing to use any of the twenty pre-stored
drills or making one of your own, students will
benefit from the aadditional help.
Each question
consists of a sentence with a missing word and a
list of three possible answers. Pick the correctly
spelled answer by typing its reference number.

SPELLING
WORKOUT

MECC A1230

1-6

YES

10

Use this disk with the Spelling List Editor on side
two.
Spelling Workout leads students through a
spelling process where students take a pretest to
identify words they find difficult, systematically
study their misspelled words, and take a final test.
Students' records are kept to the help teacher
evaluate performance.
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STICKYBEAR
MATH
APPLE 0948-111716

1-4

YES

10

Students learn to solve sets of addition and sub
traction problems by using this disk.
The program
is set to automatically advance the child to harder
problems, or the teacher can customize the program.
It includes both horizontal and vertical problems
with carrying and borrowing. The program can store
records for up to twenty-five students.

STICKYBEAR
READING

3-6

YES

10

There are four games with great graphics to provide
drill and practice in reading.
In "Match the
Words", students match each of three pictures with
each of three words on the screen.
In "Find the
Words", students decide which of three words is
missing from a sentence.
In "Build a Sentence",
students select a noun for the subject of a sen
tence, then a verb, and an object.
Finally,
Stickybear acts out the sentence.

STICKYBEAR
TOWN
BUILDER
APPLE 2246

1-4

YES

10

This disk is intended to introduce map reading
skills. Students build towns, take trips, and hunt
for missing keys. They practice map reading as they
use a little purple car to follow directions, reach
ing as many places as possible before running out of
fuel.
They use a compass and direction clues to
locate mystery keys hidden in the town.
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STICKYBEAR
TYPING

1-6

10

There are three games that are divided into thirty
different levels, using words, sentences, and para
graphs.
The program offers a variety of ways to
practice typing.
The exercises use text from
stories, riddles,
jokes, and serious thinking.
Touch typing skills are taught in the appropriate
sequence, and timed typing tests are included in the
program.

STUDENT
STORIES

MECC A1152

1-3

YES

10

This disk is a teacher utility package that enables
you to produce eighteen stories in which the names
of your students appear.
Most of the stories use
chant words to establish the theme, rhythm, and
often the rhyme. The stories are intended to moti
vate students to read, as well as to spark their
imagination for creating their own compositions.

SUBTRACTION
PUZZLLES MECC A146

3

YES

1

This disk drills on whole-number subtraction involv
ing regrouping.
Programs are sequenced according
to difficulty, with records of individual perfor
mance.
Drills are combined with motivational
puzzles and graphics.

TEACHER
UTILITY

MECC 715

1

An index to programs on this disk:
Block Letters,
Posters, Crossword [printer needed], Word Find,
Percent, and Test Generator.
Percent assists the
teacher in calculation of grades while Test Genera
tor, prints tests or drill sheets covering material
supplied by the teacher.
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THAT"S MY
STORY

1-6

NO

2

This provides a structure that motivates the crea
tive writing process.
Short story starters begin
the process, and the unique "What If" Branching
Program, keeps student authors writing. The empha
sis is on writing. Therefore, there is no pressure
placed on the user concerning the conventions of
writing.

TIME
MASTER
K-3

1

On this disk, one program asks the student to enter
the time, first hours then minutes.
The program
then positions the hands on the clock face accord
ingly.
With the second program, the student first
learns the hours, then half hours, quarter hours,
and finally minutes. Clock time exercises are gen
erated randomly by the program, affording endless
practice.
The third program enables the student
to actually start the clock at a time of his or her
choice. The clock begins to tick and a minute later
the hands move to their new position.

TONK IN THE
LAND OF
BUDDY-BOTS

K-3

YES

10

The purpose of this five-game program is to help the
children develop visual discrimination and critical
thinking as they travel through the Land of BuddyBot.
They identify which Buddy-Bot is the same or
different from others, figure out where the BuddyBot is after it is shuffled in one of three boxes,
recreate a Buddy-Bot from memory, put one together
in the right order, and build their own Buddy-Bot.
Non-readers will need assistance to introduce them
to the program.
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WHAT I
Z USUALLY
EAT

3-6

1

This disk contains programs students use to indicate
which of forty foods they usually eat in one day for
breakfast, lunch, supper, and snacks. Responses of
the students are summarized, analyzed, and reported
in terms of nutrients based on the four food groups.
There are seven teacher utility programs which set
up What I Usually Eat and obtain stored student and
class records.

WORD
MUNCHERS

MECC 704

1-5

YES

10

This is an educational game that reinforces the
identification of vowel sounds.
The object of the
game is to direct the Word Muncher to "eat" the
words that match the vowel sound displayed at the
top of the game screen.
If the muncher "eats" a
word with the incorrect vowel sound, or if a muncher
is caught by a "Troggle", a creature that loves to
catch and devour Word Munchers, the muncher is
lost.

WORD
WIZARDS

MECC All2

1-ADULT

YES

2

Programs include:
Cast-a-Spell which presents
spelling practice on lists of teacher-selected
words, Witch Words consists of unscrambling words
from the pre-selected spelling words, Wizard Magic
is a guessing game in which clues are used to guess
the words on the list, Wizard Memory is a word game
that challenges students to find identical words,
sets of homonyms, antonyms, synonyms, or other word
pairs of your choice.
The Teacher Options enables
the teacher to make her own lists.
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WORDS AT WORK:
CONTRACTION
ACTION
MECC 180

2-4

YES

8

In the Magic Painter, students practice matching
contractions with their corresponding words or
matching the words with contractions. The Contrac
tion Show requires students to practice spelling
contractions.
Students match contractions with
words in a game format in the Contraction Game.

WORDS AT WORK:
PREFIX
POWER
MECC 181

3-6

YES

3

In the program Hot Stuff, students are presented
with a word and are asked to underline the prefix.
The Smart Art, presents a word constructed by join
ing a prefix and a common base word, students choose
from three possible meanings.
In the Prefix Game,
students match words containing prefixes with their
meanings in a concentration game.

ZANDAR III
AND IV

K-6

YES

10

This two-digit program is intended to teach the rea
soning skills of gathering information, forming and
testing hypotheses, and making appropriate deci
sions.
Zandar III teaches the conjuctive rule of
reasoning [ie, the "and” relationship], by making
students apprentice wizards, who must find two clues
that make up the magic key. With the key, they can
catch the evil Wargo in the Dragon's maze.
This
program encourages note taking to eliminate false
clues.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
Computers are becoming more commonplace in the schools
with each passing year.

More and more teachers, when given

the time and availability of materials,

are recognizing the

importance and benefit of computers in the classroom.

Conclusions
The purpose of this study has been to develop a handbook
of computer software available to elementary teachers.

It has

been found through research that teachers will be more likely
to use the computer if materials are organized and more easily
accessible.

Recommendations
The
teachers

handbook
as

a

of

tool

available
by

which

software

they

can

will
better

be

given

to

implement

a

computer program within the classroom.

To be of practical use

to

updated

the

teacher,

it

will

need

software becomes available.

to

be

whenever

new
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